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Motivation for Top Physics at the LHC
● Precision measurement of Standard Model (SM) parameters
● Top-pair cross-section measurements first stepping stone to new physics
● Many models of beyond SM physics have same signatures
● Single-top cross-section measurement gives direct handle on Vtb 
● Cross-section is proportional to Vtb2
● Mass measurement gives handle on SM Higgs mass
● Via radiative correction in mW term
● General interest
● Top is a major background for new physics
● New physics might manifest itself in top
● Top topologies can be used to understand your detector
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Top-Quark Production at the LHC
● Top-pair production via strong interaction
● Cross-section: ~ 850 pb at 14 TeV, ~ 400 pb at 10 TeV
● Rate: 1 Hz at 1033 cm-2s-1 (nominal low luminosity)
● Single-top production via electro-weak interaction
● Cross-section: ~ 320 pb at 14 TeV (t-channel ~250 pb, W+t-channel ~ 60 pb, s-channel ~ 10 pb)
● Direct sensitivity on Vtb
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Top Reconstruction
● Top decay modes
● Main top-pair backgrounds





● Main single-top backgrounds
● Mostly top-pairs
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Top Reconstruction
● General approach
● Trigger on isolated, high pT lepton
● Add missing ET      and/or mTW
● Purify sample via
● Second lepton
● Tagged b-jets
● Hadronic top decay (Njets, mjj, mjjj)
● Day 1 top-pair events selection (10 TeV, 200 pb-1)
● 1 isol. electron/muon, pT > 20 GeV
● ET
miss > 20 GeV
● ≥ 4 jets with pT > 20 GeV, ≥ 3 jets with pT > 40 GeV
● thad = 3 jets maximising pT
top
● Whad = 2 jets maximising pT
W (in jjj rest frame)
● Loose mW constraint (|mjj-mW| < 10 GeV)
● No b-tagging required
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Top for Calibration – b-tagging efficiency
● CMS (14 TeV, 1 fb-1)
● Using [semi-] leptonic channel
● 2 [1] lepton(s), 2 [4] jets, ET
miss, [1 b-tag]
● Select b-enriched jet sample by
● Event-by-event kinematic fit to match jets
to partons, imposing mW and mt constraints
● Likelihood ratio from fit and other variables













● ATLAS study at 14 TeV with 100 pb-1 using semi-leptonic channel, fitting Nb-tag distribution to




fraction of tagged jets
mistag rate for non-b jets
b-purity
   
both jets from W
≥ 1 jet not from W
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Top for Calibration – light jet energy scale (JES)
● ATLAS (14 TeV, 1 fb-1)
● Semi-leptonic channel
● 1 isol. lepton pT > 20 GeV, 4 jets pT > 40 GeV,
 ET
miss > 20 GeV, 2 b-tags, 150 GeV < mt < 200 GeV
● Fit mjj distribution to smeared templates of
different energy scale α / resolution β
● Compute each χ2 and find minimum in (α, β) plane
● Estimated uncertainty on JES
A3
 JES / JES  temp=1 %
templates of 1.2 mio Pythia events, energy and angle smeared
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Top Cross-section – top-pair production
● CMS (10 TeV, 10 pb-1)
● Di-leptonic channel (eµ-channel)
● 2 isol. leptons of opposite charge pT > 20 GeV, 2 jets pT > 30 GeV, (ETmiss > 20/30 GeV for eµ/ee+µµ)
● Z-boson veto in ee and µµ channels (|mjj-mZ| < 15 GeV)
● Counting experiment approach
● Combined uncertainty for ee+eµ+µµ
● First data approach using only the cleaner
eµ-channel /e=±18stat ±10syst ±10 lumi %
 /=−4.04.1stat −8.79.6syst −17.426.2lumi %
T1
eµ-channel
● ATLAS study at 10 TeV with 200 pb-1 leptonic channel with a counting/likelihood method,
estimating a combined uncertainty for ee+eµ+µµ of 
/di-lep=±15stat±10syst ±10lumi  %
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Top Cross-section – top-pair production
● ATLAS (10 TeV, 200 pb-1)
● Semi-leptonic channel (muon+jets)
● 1 isol. lepton pT > 20 GeV, ≥ 4 jets  pT > 20 GeV, ≥ 3 jets  pT > 40 GeV, ET
miss > 20 GeV,
(two jets of had. top should fulfil |mjj-mW| < 10 GeV)
● Cut-and-Count method
● Likelihood fit method
 fit
 jets




=±3stat−1512syst ±22 lumi %




● CMS study at 10 TeV with 20 pb-1 using semi-leptonic muon channel with a template method fitting mjjj,
estimating an uncertainty
● CDF at 1.96 TeV with 2.8 fb-1  t t / t t~9%
C2
   ● CDF at 1.96 TeV with 2.8 fb-1
∣V tb∣/∣V tb∣~14%
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Top Cross-section – single-top production
● CMS (10 TeV, 200 pb-1)
● T-channel (muon)
● 1 isol. muon pT > 20 GeV, veto on electrons pT > 20 GeV,
2 jets pT > 30 GeV, 1 b-jet, MT > 50 GeV
● Top (Mlνb) is reconstructed using b-tagged
jet and by fixing MT=mW
● Cross-section is determined from binned
likelihood fit to cos θ*ij-distribution
● At 14 TeV, 10 fb-1
A3C4 A4
/  t-chan=±35stat ±14syst ±10lumi %
/  t-chan




● Similar ATLAS study at 14 TeV with 1 fb-1 in W+t channel with a MVA/BDT method, estimating an
uncertainty of 
● Considering all channels » 
   
● CMS study at 10 TeV with 1 fb-1 using fully-leptonic, writing event kinematics as a forth order polynomial








mtop=≤0.4 stat ±3.5syst  GeV ,JESb-jet=5 %
mtop=≤0.4 stat ±1 syst  GeV , JESb-jet =1%
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Top Mass
● ATLAS (14 TeV, 1 fb-1)
● Lepton+jets channel
● 1 isol. lepton pT > 20 GeV, 4 jets pT > 40 GeV, ET
miss > 20 GeV,  2 b-tags
Whad via geometric (2 closest jets) or χ
2-method, thad = Whad + closest (b-)jet
● Sample purity increased by add. cuts
● minv(Whad, bW-lep) > 200 GeV
● minv(l, bW-lep) < 160 GeV
● mt from functional fit
● Main uncertainty from JES and JES(b)
 remove light jet contrib. to 1st order »
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Top Charge
● ATLAS (14 TeV, 1 fb-1)
● Real top (2/3) or exotic object (4/3) at 173 GeV?
● Important to get b-l-pairing right
● Charge weight technique
● correlates b charge and charges of tracks belonging to it
● Discrimination between SM and exotic






























comb=0.67±0.06 stat ±0.08syst 
Qb=−1 /3=C b⋅Q comb=C b⋅Q l ⋅Qbjet
 l 
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Conclusion / Summary
● Already at 10 TeV the LHC will be a top factory
● ATLAS and CMS have shown similar projections in top quark physics
● big efford on selection robustness and strategies for (first) data
(data-driven techniques to measure efficiencies and background contributions)
● Wide range of studies have been performed at both experiments for 14 TeV running
● Light jet energy scale to O(1 %) with 100 pb-1
● b-tagging efficiency uncertainty to ≤ 10 % with O(100 pb-1)
● Good top charge discrimination with 1 fb-1
● Recent 10 TeV studies promise interesting/important results
already in first year of data taking - O(100 pb-1)
● Rediscovery of the top quark
● first        measurements already at O(10 pb-1)
 t t
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ATLAS and CMS
Jets |ηjets| ≤ 5.0 (≤ 2.5 for b-tag or mass resolution)
Electrons |ηelectron| ≤ 2.5 (Inner Detector match)
Muons |ηmuon| ≤ 2.5 (Inner Detector match)
Tracks |ηtracks| ≤ 2.5, pT ~ 20 GeV
CMS
● Central silicon detector (~ 10 µm in r-φ)
● E-CAL calorimeter (lead tungstate crystal)
● H-CAL calorimeter (scintillating tiles)
● Muon system (DTs and cathode stripes,
4 barrel stations)
ATLAS
● Pixel/Semiconductor Tracker (10-20 µm in r-φ)
● E-CAL (liquid argon, longitudinal segmentation)
● H-CAL calorimeter (scintillating tiles)
● Muon system (DTs and cathode stripes,
standalone & combined µ tracking)
● TRT allows for e-π-separation (|η| ≤ 2.0)
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Top Physics Overview
● ATLAS (14 TeV, 1 fb-1)
A3
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Top for Calibration (b-tagging efficiency)
● ATLAS (14 TeV, 100 pb-1)
● Using leptonic and semi-leptonic channels
● Lepton pT > 20 GeV, jet pT > 30 GeV, 
20/30 GeV range cuts on reconst. W/t mass
● Count events with 0 to 3 b-tags






=±4.2stat ±3.5syst  %
A3
expected yield of events
S/B=14.4 S/B=26.8
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Top Cross-section – top-pair production, dilepton channel
● ATLAS (10 TeV, 200 pb-1)
● 2 isol. leptons of opposite charge pT > 20 GeV,
2 jets  pT > 20 GeV, ET
miss > 20 GeV
● Counting/likelihood method
 
● (S/B)eµ = 5.5, εsel = 26.5 %
● Combined uncertainty for ee+eµ+µµ
 /=−4.04.1stat −8.79.6syst −17.426.2lumi %
A1
Njet distribution
before Njet > 1 cut
l=l sig , L , j
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Top Cross-section – top-pair production, single lepton µ-channel
● CMS (10 TeV, 20 pb-1)
● Semi-leptonic channel (muon+jets)
● 1 isol. lepton pT > 20 GeV, 4 jets pT > 30 GeV, no ET
miss requirement
● Template fit of M3' (M3 with minimal χ2)
and multivariate method using BDTs
C2
 BDT=±9stat±22syst ±10 lumi %
 M3'fit=±12stat ±19syst ±10lumi %
C3
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Top Cross-section - top-pair production, single lepton µ-channel
● ATLAS (10 TeV, 200 pb-1)
● 1 isolated lepton, pT > 20 GeV
● ≥ 4 jets,  pT > 20 GeV
● ≥ 3 jets,  pT > 40 GeV
● MET > 20 GeV
● Likelihood fit (and counting method) Chebychev
GaussianA2
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Top Cross-section – single-top production
● ATLAS (14 TeV, 1 fb-1)
● Wt-dilepton-channel
● 2 isol. leptons pT > 30 GeV, 1 jet pT > 15 GeV and ≤ 1 jet pT < 20 GeV*, ET
miss > 20/30 GeV






















upper cut on 2nd jet
   
t-channel
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Top Cross-section - single-top production
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Top Mass
● CMS (10 TeV, 1 fb-1)
● Fully-leptonic channel
● six unknown kin. quantities (neutrino momenta)
● using mW constraints and mt1=mt2
● Obtain forth order polynomial containing mt as parameter
● All mt combinations per event are weighted by SM expectation of the p
ν spectrum » best kept
● Fit Gaussian to signal
● Systematics due to constraints above
and detector effects
mtop
dilepton=±1.5stat±4.2syst  GeV
